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Web application security is typically decentralized and ad hoc, requiring developers to implement security 
checks in many different locations.  A single missed check can leave an application vulnerable.  We explore 
defining data-centric security policies and propagating them throughout both the client and server. 

This work is supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research through a MURI award. 

Tying User Interface to Security Policies 

Protecting User Data from the Server 

Ongoing and  
Future Work 

In most cases, we can only detect that an action will violate a security policy when 
it is attempted and the action occurs.  This means that a user might click a link, 
only to have it throw a security error. We are now looking to make the user 
interface more reflective of the security policies  by automatically disabling or 
hiding links and fields that  will lead to an access control violation. 

GuardRails allows web application developers to specify policies that protect data on the 
server from leaking to the client.  Many times, however, the user also has sensitive data 
that needs to be protected from the server.  We are currently working on several different 
methods of protecting user data, including automatic encryption of user input and passing 
input “tokens” that allow the server to retrieve user data in accordance with specified rules. 
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Modern web applications often incorporate code from third parties for purposes such as advertising 
and interacting with social networks.  We offer a method to explicitly control what content can be 
accessed by these third-party scripts by adding annotations to the application code. 

1 Annotate the Data Model 

# @ read_worlds, :username, :none 
class  User < ActiveRecord::Base ... 

2 GuardRails Marks Sensitive Data in HTML 

<span RACL=“” WACL=“”>aaa123abc</span> 

3 Modified Chromium Browser 
Enforces Script-Access Policies 

Privacy Across the Client and Server 

Transformed Application 

Modified Chromium Architecture 

Data Policies  
(as Annotations) 

WebKit Engine 

# @ :read_worlds, :contents, [“World1”, “World2”] 
class EmailMessage... 

An EmailMessage’s contents can be read by scripts in World1 and World2: 

# @ :read_access, :profile, lambda{|user| self.friends.contains?(user) }  
class User... 

Only friends should be able to see a given user’s profile: 

# @ :taint, :description, {:HTML => {:DEFAULT => :LinksOnly}} 
class Group... 

Tags other than links should be removed when the Group’s description is used in HTML: 

GuardRails Annotations 
Annotations let developers specify complex security policies that 
GuardRails then enforces. Here are some example annotations: 

<script src=“http://somelibrary.com/somelibrary.js” worldId=“libraryA”></script> 

Policies are attached to data using GuardRails and propagated to client 
side which may look like: 

Protecting Content from Scripts 
In the modified Chromium,  web developers can specify which world a 
third party script will be executing in by specifying the worldID attribute: 

Name: University of Virginia<br/> 
Description: <span RACL=“libraryA, libraryB” WACL=“libraryA, libraryB”>Professors from 
<b RACL=“libraryA”>Mr. Jefferson’s</b> University</span> 

Only library A can read content inside the <b> tag, but both libraries have full access to other public 
information. 
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